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Kite for a Windy DaY

minutes), with or without weight.

MArER!ALS

TIME TO CREATE

Read the foltowing, hightighting important information, and then answer the questions'

For more than z,ooo years, peopte have been ftying kites. whether they have been used

to hetp fight batttes, to discover scientific phenomena, to create art, or to transport loads

(even people), kites have been instrumentalthroughout history. Both China and Malaysia are

said to have invented the kite. There is evidence to suggest that kites were flown in China as

long ago as 2oo B.C. to help the Han Dynasty during wars'

ln t666,lsaac Newton developed the laws of gravitation when he was only z3 years otd'

His first law states that every object witt be at rest unless an external force compets it to

act. lf there is no force, then the object wi[[ remain at a velocity of zero. Newton's second

law of motion explains how the object's velocity changes when it is subiected to an external

force. His law of motion formuta is that force is equal to mass multiptied by acceleration, or

F= M xA. Newton's third taw states that for every action (force), there is an equal and oppo-

site reaction. So, ifobiectA exerts a force on obiect B, then obiect B also exerts an equalforce

on object A. Hold your hands up so they face each other. Your hands are at zero vetocity. Now

clap your hands one time. Your right hand's force was equalto the force of your left hand'

Similarly, if a gust of wind strikes a kite, then the lift and drag increase. The kite moves

higher because the tift exceeds the weight. Kites are able to fly because of the forces acting

on the kite.

1. Exptain one possible way in which a kite might have been used in war.

2. How have kites been helpfut in more modern times?
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3.

4.

Without looking at the information that you just read, see how many of your teacher's ques-

tions you are able to correctly answer.

Even though kites come in different shapes and sizes, forces act the same way on a[[ kites.
Similar to an airplane, a kite is a craft that is heavier than air and depends on air pressure

for its lift and drag. The surface area of the kite interacts with the wind speed, white the
controlled line a[[ows the kite to use the elements to provide the tift. Understanding surface
area-the amount of space taken up by all surfaces of the kite-is important to the success of
the kite. Find the surface area of a kite with diagonalx= zo inches and diagonaly= t5 inches.

5. How might we use kites to channelwind energy?

6. A kite has five parts. Draw and label each part.

a. Frame; keeps kite stiff so it doesn't collapse in wind
b. Kite covering: materialto catch wind and work as a sail
c. Tail: streamers added to kite to keep it stable
d. Line: string to hold kite aloft in the wind
e. Bridle: connects kite to the line to appropriately use the wind

TEAM CHALLENGE

Participants willwork together in teams of two or three for zo minutes to make a kite that witl stay
aloft for the longest time (at least 3 minutes). You will need to make a[[ five parts of the kite with the
materiats provided. A[[teams capable of keeping their kite in the air, without it touching the ground,
for at least 3 minutes wilt be declared victorious, although the longer the kite stays up, the betterl

When your teacher starts the time, you will have exactly zo minutes to gather your materials and
build your kite. Once the teacher signals that time is up, stop working immediately and proceed to
the challenge site. Any team that continues to work after time has been called may be disquatified.
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Start Time : + eo Minutes = : End Time

Complete the following sketch and questions prior to the team challenge. First, draw a sketch of
your team's kite and label each part.

1. The frame needs to be strong but also lightweight. What is the shape of your kite's frame?

2. The cover materialalso needs to be lightweight and strong. What covering or materialdid you

select?

What is the surface area of your kite's cover?

What is the length of the stabilizer, or the tail, of the kite?

How many lines are you using for your kite?

It is important to tie each line to a bridle, or a stick, which are then connected together in

the center of the kite. Adjust the [ines to direct the angle of the kite for optimum performance.

Bowing, either as a smooth curve or an angle at the center of the kite, stabilizes the kite.

Bowing can also mean making angles somewhere else on the kite. Did your team bow your

kite?

7. Venting is when openings are made in the covering material of the kite. Venting allows some

air to go through the kite for added stabitity. Did you add vents? Explain.

After the team challenge, complete the following questions.

7. How long was your kite able to fty?

2. What was the record for how long a kite was able to stay in the air?

3.

4.

5.

6.
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3. What do you think contributed to the success of a kite's ability to tift into the air and stay

aloft?

4. What would you do differently if you were making another kite?
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